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About This Game

Earth, Year 3250, Civilization that has become all about virtualization as people enter the virtual world to participate on the
Gyro Buster competition which is a prestigious sport where a battle between spinning tops (Gyro) that have been modified by

advanced virtual technology.

With over 40 Gyro variants that can be obtained, collect Gyro parts from the battle arena, upgrade your Gyro to become
undefeatable. Stunning 3D graphics, tons of unique skills and different competitive battle modes will give the best gameplay

experience never seen in any other games.

Gyro Buster Features:

�� Gyrobo
Robotic Gyro equipment floating around the gyro player. When used, Gyrobo will add one active skill to the gyro player.

�� Trail
Equipment installed on Gyro can provide additional stat, Trail can be upgraded with a material.

�� Codex
Powerful Equipment his power is based on chance on hit.

⚒️ Challenging PVE Mode
Fight against challenging sophisticated AI in PvE mode, player can play battle mode like:
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Gauntlet: This mode requires the player to survive waves of enemies while fighting a Boss at the final wave, where you can
fight One by One against AI to gain their Gyro Part and Gauntlet Mode where you survive against series of Gauntlet ending with

the final Boss.

Arcade: This mode requires the player to beat an enemy in every stage with different difficulties. There are 3 sections of
difficulty, and each section has 14 stages that can be played.

⚔ PVP Mode
Fight against another player on Shadow Fight! On this mode, the player will fight against other players randomly respective to
their Battle Point. If the player win the match he will increase his Battle Point, If the player loses the fight, it will reduce his

Battle Point, and top 10 players in Shadow Fights will get more rewards, every week the rank system will be reset.

�� Collect Gyro
Gyro Buster has more than 40+ Gyro to collect.

Gyro has 3 different phases which are:
1. Phase 1 KILO

2. Phase 2 MEGA
3. Phase 3 GIGA

✅ Upgradable & Customizable
Each Gyro is customizable and can Upgrade to be stronger. By using the Upgrade feature the where player uses the collected

parts of that particular Gyro obtained from various PvE Mode or Shop.

�� Support Xbox One Controller

�� Available 11 Supported Language:
1. English
2. Bahasa
3. Korean

4. Japanese
5. Hindi

6. Portuguese (BR)
7. Chinese Simplified

8. Cantonese
9. Tagalog

10. Vietnam
11. Thai
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Title: Gyro Buster
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
MAENTRUS DIGITAL LAB PT
Publisher:
MAENTRUS DIGITAL LAB PT
Franchise:
Gyro Buster
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 32 Bit/64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core® i3 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 8800

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,Japanese,Korean,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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Pretty insane game,finished it in 15+ hours.Luck wise,it's little bit annoying.And folding vs AI's is not fun most of the time.
Other than that,game is pretty unique and balanced.Have fun.. Hobo with a shotgun practically owns this game.. Game is
broken.
Timer locks up at 2.5 hrs pretty reliably.
I'm super dissatisfied with this purchase.. Good game, expect to play it through 1-3 times, lasting about 10 hours in
total i guess. Worth. Game looks like it might be fun if they fix the controller support. Xbox 360 controller here, no
excuse for getting THAT controller support wrong...patch it please so I can play and I will reccomend as long as it's a
decent game.. Though it's still early days for VR, I keep wondering what will be the first game that will soak up
hundreds of hours for me - not just a shallow five-minute or hour-long experience, but a real game that keeps you
coming back for more. I haven't played that much of Star Shelter yet, but what I've seen is deeply impressive and hints
at the possibility of something really deep and addictive.

Star Shelter reminds me of other space survival games like Space Engineers or Starmade, and in that regard it's not
really reinventing the genre or anything. But this is, of course, in VR - and what an amazing difference that makes. The
movement mechanic is very intuitive and very fun - like a real astronaut, you grab handles and bars to fling yourself
around, and there will be plenty of Gravity-style situations where you reach out to grab a passing satellite just in time
before floating into deep space. You do have thrusters if you miss - but in a clever mechanic, using the thrusters
depletes your oxygen supply. So there's a constant challenge of exploring as much as you can without suffocating on
the way.

There are some annoyances - picking up resources feels clunkier than it should be, and I'm still not really clear on how
you replenish your oxygen supply without being lucky enough to find a spare tank floating around. But that's all early
access stuff and there's plenty of fun for the money even at this stage.

That sense of wonder that VR promises is fulfilled in Star Shelter - coming across a derelict spaceship, hacking the
airlock open, and pulling yourself inside to find the eerie abandoned bunks and silent cockpits of the dead craft.
Clinging on to your space station with one hand while lining up a shot on a rogue comet with the other. The palpable
sense of relief when you enter an oxygen pocket and raise your hand to your helmet to open the visor. It's a really
strong start and I'm excited to see what comes next.
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This is a good game, but, it is hard. I was about to beat the Persians, then Alexander died... You ony get 100 turns, and
Alexander dies around the age of 50? I think? I don't know but, You cannot play as Persia, from what I know. But if you do a
custom battle, you can fight as or against India, but so far, I don't know if you can.. Golf with friends, but only if they aren't sat
in the same room with you. Why no offline single/couchmultiplayer?. Decent platformer. Easy and fun to play, nice
atmosphere.. It is a fun and unique space exploration game with procedural generation, good humor, and interesting encounters..
The most brilliantly egotistic British narrator in all history of entertainment. And if you're a fan of Fawlty Towers, you'll be
happy to see someone modeled after John Cleese's character, and brilliantly so. Brilliant!. After both of my parents died in a car
crash. I was left alone. It was a verysad time in my life that is until... I discovered Bomb Tag. Bomb tag not only is a fun game
but a beautiful reflection about our society. Bomb tag helped me forget and not care about my dead parents. All i CARED
ABOUT WAS BOMBS, BOMBS, BOMBS and taging people with then.

10/10 would save me from suicide again.. Fun Strategy game, Quick matches.

Update 20. December:
- Don't need to re-ready in a party when settings change and you stay ready after a match
- Fixed: Can queue with 4 or 5 people in "any" match-size setting
- Global chat reconnects after losing master server connection
- Can't review friends and clubmates
- Changed default ping to allow anything under 200 (still lower pings are prefered)
- Fixed region selection colours
- Fixed adminchangemap command
- Add A2S_Rules query to support more server hosts. Open The Closed Beta Test!:
Hi everyone!

I'm glad that a lot of players pay attention to our game. We have received a lot of e-mails to apply for the test. Keys have also
been issued to the players. Now you can enter the game!

We will continue to issue the Keys during the closed beta test. If you want to join our the closed beta test,please give us your
advice and suggestions.
Welcome to our Discord: https://discord.gg/fhNMTfJ

Here you will be the first time to get information about the game.

Have fun playing games

G-virus Studio
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. Playtesting video for the next update:
Thought you guys might enjoy taking a look at this playtesting video we made yesterday for our own internal use.

When you've been working on a game for multiple years, it's very difficult to know if the game's too hard or too easy, because
everything becomes easy for you.

So we bring in playtesters on occasion to get a better picture of how difficult the game is and how comprehensible its various
mechanics are to new players.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGNW9T5ts0s

-Ian Fisch. Patch notes 0.1.1:
REVERTED BECAUSE OF PATHFINDING ISSUES, NEW PATCH COMING TOMORROW

Keeping this post up for transparency.

Hello! Thank you for all of the feedback so far, we’ll keep updating and improving the game. We know some of you are still
experiencing the crashing issue between levels, we’re working hard to fix it as soon as possible.

Changes:
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 Moved level "Odds against you" towards the end of the adventure campaign

 Tweaked enemy placement and unit restrictions in the level "Odds against you"

 Valkyrie swords now stick to enemies

Balance:

 Decreased ice archer effect by 25%

 Decreased ballista reload time from 12s to 10s

 Increased ballista range from 45m to 50m

 Slightly decreased catapult aoe radius

 Increased zeus reload time from .75s to 1.1s

 Decreased zeus lightning bolt damage slightly

 Increased zeus lightning bolt knockback slightly

 Decreased snake archer reload time from 28s to 22s

 Slightly increased snake movement speed

 Slightly increased damage

 Slightly increased snake aggro

 Increased knight hp from 300 to 350

 Decreased valkyrie up and down flight movement by 50%. They can now more easily be killed by ranged units

 Decreased valkyrie hp from 200 to 150

Bug Fixes:

 Optimized audio memory usage

 Fixed freeze frame when starting battle first time on new map

 Updated AI to use line of sight when attacking

Please keep questions to the forums as we cannot answer on this post: https://steamcommunity.com/app/508440/discussions

Please share cool screenshots, videos and stories on our subreddit (r/accuratebattlesim)[www.reddit.comr] or on twitter under
the #PlayTABS hashtag

Please make sure to restart Steam and verify the integrity of the game files.
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/landfallgames
Discord: www.discord.gg/landfall
You can also email us at: info@landfall.se
. Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of Dana Release Date and Final Beta:

NIS America is pleased to announce that the PC version of Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of DANA has a target global release date of
January 30, 2018. Included in the PC release are game optimizations and the localization revisions originally announced in late
2017. The localization revisions include improvements to the game’s script, adjustments to graphical text, and re-recorded audio
and will be implemented across PC, PlayStation®4 and PlayStation®Vita versions simultaneously.

For one week only, PC users will be able to download the following for free until Feb 6, 10:00am PST:

 Adol’s Adventure Essentials DLC - Includes Adol’s Silver Armor, Adol’s Adventurer Clothes, and Adol’s Survival Kit

Digital Mini Art Book

Digital Soundtrack Sampler

Laxia’s “Eternian Scholar” Costume

We would also like to announce that we are accepting applications for what will be the final round of beta testing. If you would
like to help us polish the game before release, please apply using the following link:
https://goo. gl/forms/Ul0lR3d8WGq0m8942
[remove the space before the letters "gl"]

Who's ready to begin their adventure!?. 3.24 - combat balance update:
v3.24 - combat balancing
- fix for F12-causes crash bug
- improved balancing
- combo-bonus for mutliple blocks added
- improved tutorials to explain GUARD, CONFOUND and INTIMIDATE
- backstory added to library - improved ambient audio
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- bugfixes

So wanted to improve the DEFENCE mechanic of combat:
During combat, your Mana and AP drains as you use SPELLS and SKILLS.
GUARD will boost HP, Mana and AP
SPELLS: CONFOUND boosts Mana
SKILLS: INTIMIDATE boosts AP

Also, successive defence blocks can now trigger super-boost for defending player: clears debuffs and increases agility - until a
block fails at least.

Improved dialogue and tutorial as well.

and a continued thanks to all supporters!. Blue Crystal Patch 1.3.0 notes:

 WorldSelect. Winter Sale Starts Today!:
The Winter Sale 2018 starts today!
Save big on the Danganronpa series, STEINS;GATE, Fire Pro Wrestling World, 428: Shibuya Scramble and more!

Check this list for all participating titles.

. Maintenance for May 21st:
Weekly Maintenance will begin approximately at 11:30 AM EDT. We will notify players once maintenance has concluded.
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